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Takumi

Takumi is a non-player character played by Nashoba.

Species & Gender: Minkan Female
Date of Birth: YE 10
Organization: Tamahagane Corporation
Occupation: Starship designer

Rank: Ship designer
Current Placement: Geshrinari Shipyards, NovaCorp

Physical Description

Height: 1.48 meters (5' 0“)
Mass: 45.45 kilos (~100 pounds)
Measurements: 32-24-30 (81-61-76 cm)
Bra Size: 81 cm (B cup)

Build and Skin Colour: Takumi has a slender build, almost a dancer's grace. Her skin has a healthy
pale pink color.

Facial Features and Eye Color: Takumi has ice blue eyes, set in a slender, almost elf like face.

Hair Color and Style: Straight light brown hair, she keeps it styled in an asymmetrical style. On her left
side the hair is about even with her chin, on her right it is just a tad longer than shoulder length.

Distinguishing Features: Takumi has a genetic tattoo on the left side of her neck. The tattoo is Otome
in Kanji.

Personality

Personality: Takumi is a very curious person, she enjoys figuring out what makes things tick, this
includes people. She is easy going, and always willing to lend a hand. When working on a project, she can
be a bit focused and loses herself in her work.

Likes: Drawing is her first passion, designing comes second, after that Takumi enjoys dancing, reading,
and swimming, pretty dresses, and earrings.

Dislikes: Poorly made things, people convinced of their self-importance. people who think of Nakos as
disposable

Goals: To design products to help serve Yamatai, and protect its citizens, both Yamataian, and
Nekovalkyrja
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History

Pre-RP

YE 10 Takumi was born a Human and her name then was Sachi.
YE 20 Death The colony that Sachi lived on was destroyed by the Elysian Navy. The colony records
were turned to so much electronic gibberish due to an Electro Magnetic Pulse (EMP) detonation
that wiped out the colony's electronic systems. She was in school at the time of the attack and was
listening to her lessons via headphones. A surge of electricity caused by the EMP electrocuted her
as well as destroying most of the school equipment. The combined effects of the electrical shock
and the EMP, effectively wiped her mind clean. A scout ship was sent to investigate why the colony
stopped transmitting arrived a few days after the destruction. One of the crew a NH-7 Nekovalkyrja
named Otome found her. Otome took her back to the ship for treatment. There were no other
survivors of the attack. The medic was able to treat the her physically injuries. During the
treatment the medic determined that her mind was wiped clean. When the commander of the
scout ship reported that they had a survivor, and were returning to base. The scout ship was
ordered not to return, and given a new task. (The military commanders at the time felt that having
no survivors reported would best serve the Empire by uniting the populace behind this tragedy.
However, seeing the value of having a 'survivor' to be revealed later, they wanted the child kept
safe.)

YE 20 Rebirth The medic did not want to keep her in a vegetative state, so with the commander's
permission she used the Soul Transfer technology aboard the ship giving Takumi Nekovalkyrja
programming equal to a sprite. Takumi got her name from the necklace she had on when she was
found. Waking up was a bit of shock for Takumi, expecting to see a Nekovalkyrja form, and seeing
a small Human form with stubby ears and four fingers. Otome took her in and shared her nest with
the child. Takumi adjusted to her new life. The Nekovalkyrja aboard were not used to children, but
they did their best to make her happy. Otome would tell her stories and answer her questions, or
when she could not, Takumi would look things up on the computer. She loved to draw and the crew
would get her paints, pencils and paper. Later she learned to draw using the ship's computer as
well. In time Takumi had even learned to help about aboard the scout ship, helping and doing
made her even happier. Takumi was happy with her life among her Nekovalkyrja family.

YE 22 Age: (12) Finally the powers that be determined that the time was right for the scout ship to
return home. Takumi was returned to Yamatai, once there she and the crew became tools of public
relations. The authorities had discovered her original name, and she was known for a time as Sachi
the girl saved and raised by Nekovalkyrja. Takumi hated this new life, but she had sense of duty
taught to her by Otome. Eventually the excitement died down and Takumi was no longer of real
value. Otome requested that she be made the her guardian. Shortly after that event, Otome and
the crew were given a new assignment. Takumi was placed in school with other Human of the
same age. This was perhaps the most difficult transition for her. With her downloaded
programming, most of the curriculum for children her age bored her. Also she was not used to
interacting, playing in normal Human fashion. She stayed in touch with Otome as best as she could,
and with time she learned how to interact with other children and began to make friends. The
school put her in an advanced placement program for her schooling.

YE 25 Age (15) War came to Yamatai the Fourth Elysian War came and Takumi's life changed.
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When the decision to evacuate non-combatants to shelters. Takumi got separated from the group.
While searching she came upon a group of NH-17 Nekovalkyrja, preparing for battle. Takumi
watched as the prepared their Ke-M2 "Mindy" Series of Power Armor. This was a technology that
Takumi was unfamiliar with but it intrigued her. She watched them streak away into the sky, and
Takumi resolved to learn more about those wonderful machines.

YE 26 Age (16) Takumi started going to college. She had decided that she wanted to be an
engineer to learn about the machines that Ketsurui Fleet Yards created, how they worked, and one
day to create some herself.

YE 27 Age (17) During the Sfrarabla Mishhuvurthyar Xhrafuklurp (SMX) campaign Takumi suffered
the personal loss of the closest thing she had to a mother. Otome was just one of the billions of
Nekovalkyrja that died. While Takumi was proud that her mother had done her duty, she was now
adrift. Without Otome Takumi feared that her dreams would come crashing down, Otome was the
one paying for her expenses. Takumi took a trip with several of her college classmates to visit the
Ketsurui Fleet Yards. While there she kept asking very technical questions of the tour guide. During
the tour the guide discretely asked the teacher about Takumi. Upon learning about the child's
situation the employee contacted his supervisor. The supervisor spoke to the teacher about having
Takumi apply for a internship.

YE 28 Age (18) Takumi was offered and accepted an internship with Ketsurui Fleet Yards. Takumi
was determined to make the most of the opportunity. She worked long hours and in her off-time
she would spend hours going over the latest tech manuals. Her dedication and talents helped her
to move up from her intern position to an employee position.

YE 29 Takumi also took the opportunity to upgrade to NH-29. She wanted to understand first hand
how NH-29 species integrated with KFY technologies.

YE 30 Takumi finally achieved her goal of working in the Ketsurui design department. Starting in
the lower positions, she quickly rose through the ranks until she was given the position of Ship
Designer.

YE 31 Takumi was given the task of designing a ship for the Scientific Studies Service (SSS), the
Tansaku-class Science Vessel was the first vessel that she was the head designer.

YE 33 Takumi upgraded to the Minkan body when it became available.

YE 35 After enjoying a lucrative career with Ketsurui Fleet Yards and seeing the draw down in
activity for the military. Takumi resigned her position and took a position with Tamahagane
Corporation.

Service Record

Assigned to Ketsurui Fleet Yards Design Division.

YE 31
Designed the Tansaku-class Science Vessel for the Scientific Studies Service (SSS)
Designed the Junsa armor for the Yamatai National Police
Designed the Nougaku-Class Agriculture Vessel for the Star Army of Yamatai
Designed the Tanken Armor for the Scientific Studies Service (SSS)
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Designed the Kisaki-class Starbase for the Scientific Studies Service (SSS)
Designed the SAINT Operative Field Suit, Type 31 for Star Army Intelligence
Designed the Heitan-class Carrier for the Star Army of Yamatai

YE 32
Designed the Ke-V8 "Kawarime" Fighter for the Star Army of Yamatai
Designed the "Guriddo" Defense System for the Star Army of Yamatai
Designed the Kainushi-Class Tug Vessel for Ketsurui Fleet Yards
Designed the Ke-V8 "Teisatsu" Fighter for the Star Army of Yamatai
Designed the Minori-Class Hospital Ship for the Star Army of Yamatai
Designed the Hayai-Class Gunboat for the Star Army of Yamatai
Designed the Rikei-Class Science Vessel for the Star Army of Yamatai

YE 33
Designed the Yamato-Class Flagship for the Star Army of Yamatai

YE 34
Designed the Ke-V8-2x Upgrade "Kawarime" Fighter for the Star Army of Yamatai

YE 35
Resigned from Ketsurui Fleet Yards and took a position with Tamahagane Corporation
shipyard division

YE 42
Temporarily returned to KFY to design the Heitan-Class (1B) Carrier

Skills Learned

Takumi has the following notable skills:

Communications

Takumi is familiar with radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through telepathy, starships, and power armor, under any
conditions. A Takumi is very fluent in Nepleslian and Yamataian, and calligraphy of both.

Starship Operations

Starting with her time on the scout ship, Takumi has been learning about the workings of Ketsurui Fleet
Yards starships. Her time working for the Ketsurui Fleet Yards gave her access to the various systems,
and helped her learn even more. As such Takumi is capable of operating any station on a starship.

Information Technology

Takumi is extremely proficient operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all
Star Army starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.
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Technology Operation

Takumi because of her occupation, has an understanding of KFY systems aboard ships, and those related
to them in power armor. This means she can operate most KFY equipment.

Mathematics

Takumi received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry. She later
during her courses took more advanced mathematics to help her better understand the equipment of the
clan.

Engineering

Takumi is a trained proficient starship designer. She possesses an in depth knowledge of Ketsurui Fleet
Yards systems and components gained from years of study. She if familiar with the ship designs used
over the past several years.

Art and Vocations

Takumi is a proficient artist with both drawing and painting. She started drawing for pleasure, but now
applies it to her work as well often drawing her own sketches of products she's working on. She is
proficient in pencil, inks, and paint and digital art.

Social Connections

Takumi is connected to:

Koda Nako (Father)
Koda Tamika (Mother)

Inventory & Finance

Takumi currently has 3000 KS.

OOC Information

In the case Nashoba becomes inactive:
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Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I've been gone for a year? No

Character Data
Character Name Takumi
Character Owner Nashoba
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Retired
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